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Abstract. Poincar6gaugetheoryis derivedfroma lineartheoryby the methodsuggestedby
Gupta for derivingEinstein'sgeneral relativityfrom the linear theory of a spin-2 field.Nonlinearityis introducedby requiringthat a set oftensorfieldsbe coupledto the Noethercurrents
of the Poincar6 group (energy-momentumand spin).
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1. Introduction

It was pointed out by Gupta (1952) that Einstein's gravitational theory is obtainable
from the linear theory ofa massless spin-2 field by an iterative process. If the symmetric
(Belinfante) energy-momentum tensor of matter is taken as the source term in the linear
field equations of a massless spin-2 field, the resulting equations are inconsistent with
energy-momentum conservation, because the energy-momentum of the spin-2 field
itself has not been included in the source. When it is included, the resulting nonlinear
spin-2 equations are still not consistent with the conservation law, because the selfcoupling term that has been introduced contributes to energy-momentum, and this
portion of the energy-momentum tensor should be included in the source. Thus, for
consistency one has to introduce an infinite sequence of self-coupling terms. This
iterative procedure converges, and the non-linear spin-2 theory that it converges to is
Einstein's gravitational theory. The reader is referred to the references given by Deser
(1970) for details.
By starting from the first order form of the Lagrangian of the linear massless spin-2
theory, Deser (1970) was able to obtain Einstein's theory immediately by coupling the
field to its own symmetric energy-momentum tensor. The infinite sequence described
above did not arise. Deser applied the same principle to a set of massless spin-1 fields,
the (first order) Lagrangian of which is invariant under the global action of a group G
that transforms the set linearly according to the co-adjoint representation. If the
Noether currents associated with this symmetry are taken as the sources of the spin-1
fields, the resulting nonlinear theory is the Yang-Mills theory of a gauge group G.
Observe that this method of deriving Yang-Mills theory does not invoke the principle
of gauge invariance. Instead, it relies on the idea of self-coupling. Gauge invariance
arises spontaneously as a property of the resulting non-linear theory.
The aim of the present paper is to derive the Poincar6 gauge theories (e.g. the ECKS
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theory or the Poincar6 gauge theory of Hehl (1978)) by employing the method of Gupta
and Deser.
In § 2 we introduce a class of first order Lagrangians for vector fields. We discuss the
energy-momentum and spin tensors of the resulting linear theories and derive the
gauge theory of a group G by introducing self-coupling through coupling to Noether
currents. In § 3 the linear theories are generalised for tensor fields rather than vector
fields, and we show that Poincar6 gauge theories result when the tensor fields are
coupled to energy-momentum and spin--the Noether currents of the Poincar6 group.

2. Vector theories
Let L~ be the Lagrangian for a special-relativistic theory of a vector field A, which
contains derivatives only to first order, and only in the combination 0iAj- 0jAi. Define

~ i j = ~ L e / ~ i A j = - ~J~.

(1)

In terms of a Cartesian coordinate system, the action of an infinitesimal Poincar6
transformation on Minkowski space is
xi---~xi--~ i,

~i:.ai-at-xJoJji '

ojiJ_~ --ojJ i.

The corresponding change in the components of A is
~ A j --- ¢iOiA j + toji Ai.

(2)

Ae is required to be invariant. The Noether currents associated with the Poincar6
invariance are contained in
oi ~- ~ i J 6 A j _ ¢i ~ ..~ ~ j ~ ji.

(3)

The Noether conservation laws are

Ofli=O.

(4)

The tensor 5f j~ satisfies xJ~= - 5 U j and is linear in Ck,
5f J~= ~" ~J~~k,

(5)

but is otherwise arbitrary. An energy-momentum tensor O~k and a spin tensor rijk are
obtained as the coefficients of the Poincar6 group parameters, in 0~:
i ikZ~ kl = Oikak d- ½(Tjikl -- 20ikXl)09 kt.
0 i = 0 ik~ k + -~Z

(6)

In terms of these tensors, the Noether identity (4) is
0i0ik=0,

(7)

~T~jk = O~j -- Oj~.

(8)
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The explicit expressions for the energy-momentum and spin tensors are

Oik = ~ OC~kA~ -- 6ik~ + C~j~'iik,
"Ci jk=~t ° ij A k - - ~

i

k A j + ~ ~jk--~ i kj"

(9)
(10)

There is an arbitrariness in the definitions, corresponding to the freedom to choose ~ ji
(see Hehl, 1976). The canonical choice is £rJi=0. We shall adopt a different choice.
Observe that the Lagrangian is invariant under Ai-~A~+O~2 because we have
stipulated that the derivative occurs only as a curl. If we insist that 0 ~be invariant under
this transformation, we are led to the choice
~lf Jik = ~ JiA k.

(I 1)

The tensors (9) and (10) are then
Oik = ~ iJ~kA j -- O j ( ~ iJAk) -- 3ik~ ,

(12)

Tijk "~"0.

(13)

The Lagrangians that we shall be employing are generalisations of the Lagrangian
= ~ i J ( ~ i Aj -- 1Fij ) + (¢(F),

(14)

in which ~ iJ(= -Yt* ji) and Fij( = - F j i ) are auxiliary fields, and ~ is a Lorentz scalar
constructed from the F~j (not containing derivatives). The Euler-Lagrange equations
(obtained by varying F and A, respectively) are

Fij = c~iAj - OiAi,

(15)

JC ° = O~/3F~j,

(16)

Oi~toiJ~'O.

(17)

The energy-momentum tensor (12) is, in this case, simply

Oik = ~i'iFkj--6~ (¢.

(18)

Now let A~a be the components of a set of vector fields which transform among
themselves according to the co-adjoint representation of a global symmetry group G:
6A~ =ebACCbc a,

(19)

where Cbc~ are the structure constants of G and e" are the infinitesimal parameters. The
associated Noether currents are
J ai = ~ iJcAjbCabc

(20)

(where ocgiJ = O£~/O0~Af = -;,W J~a). We shall take the Lagrangian for the vector fields
A to be of the form

~,~ = o,~iJa(OiAja- ½F,f) + ~¢(F),

(21)
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which leads to the Euler-Lagrange equations
F i j a = OiAj a - O j A i a,

(22)

iJa = Off /OF ij a,

(23)

0~ Y g 0 a = 0.

(24)

We now wish to introduce the Noether current into (24) as a source term. The total
Noether current is J ~ +,$'ui a where JMi~ is the Noether current of matter fields. The
desired source term appears in (24) if the Lagrangian is modified by introducing the
coupling term
½AftJ i + Aft ,¢'uia

(25)

(the factor ½is necessary because J ~aalready contains Aft linearly, so the first term in
(25) is quadratic in A). We have absorbed the coupling constant in the definition of the
fields A. The modified Euler-Lagrange equations are then
Fija=OiAja

-

(26)

OjA ta - A~b A jcc ~ , a

, ~ Ua = Oc~ /O F ij a ,

(27)

Oi,~fCiJ a = - - CabCAib ~ i J c + J M i a .

(28)

Observe that the introduction of the self-coupling term does not affect the form (20) of
the Noether current of the fields A, so no further iteration is required (the contribution
of the self-coupling term to the current is taken care of implicitly, through the extra term
that has appeared in F i j a, (26)).
We now see that the self-coupling has converted the original linear theory to a 9 a u o e
theory of the group G. Equation (28) can be recast in the manifestly gauge covariant
form
D r ~ ~Ja= 0i Y?'iia + ca(Ai b,~ ~Jc= J uia.

(29)

Using (12) to work out 0~ for the gauge fields, we find
oik = JCCUaFkj a - - •i k (~ + J Mia Aka.

(30)

The final term is the contribution from the coupling to matter. The remaining tensor is
formally a sum of terms like the tensor (18) of the linear theory, the extra term in FUa
gives rise implicitly to a contribution to energy-momentum from the self-coupling.

3. The tensor theories

Let p be a representation of the Lorentz group, with generators G O = - G j i , and
consider a set A of fields with components that transform, under an infinitesimal
Poincar6 transformation x i ~ x i - ~ , ~ = a ~+ x j t o ji, oJ~j = - off i, according to
6Aj=~iOiAi+ogSAi+ogAj,

o)=½ogiJGij.

(31)
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That is, A is a collection of tensors (or, more generally, spin-tensors). One covariant
vector index has been indicated explicitly, while the remaining indices are implicit in the
matrix notation.
Let LP be a Lagrangian for A, containing derivatives only to first order and only in
the combination 8 ~ A j - O j A v Define ~ff/J= OZe/O~Aj. The Poincar6 invariance of ~e
implies the Noether identity
gi Oi= 0

(32)

0 i = Y6'iJ" 6Aj - ~iLe + gj Y" ji

(33)

where

(the dot denotes contraction over the implicit indices). We choose
~iJ k :

(34)

,~O" A k

in analogy with (11) and find the energy-momentum and spin tensors
Oik = ~

i j . 63k A j __ 63j( o~¢to ij . A k ) _ 3 ~ £P ,

(35)
(36)

zi u = ~,~ij. Gk,Aj,

satisfying (7) and (8).
There is an alternative method for obtaining the canonical energy-momentum and
spin tensors, which is analogous to the method of obtaining the symmetrised
(Belinfante) energy-momentum tensor by going over to a curvilinear coordinate system
and working out the functional derivative of the Lagrangian density with respect to the
metric. Let LM(~', 0i0) be a Lagrangian for a field 0, in Minkowski space. Let f, a denote
the generators of the representation of the Lorentz group to which ~, belongs. Introduce an orthonormal tetrad ei" (i is a coordinate-based (holonomic) index and
ct is an anholonomic index labelling the four vectors). We shall write e, i for the elements
of the matrix inverse to the matrix of components el", and we shall write e for the
determinant e = [ei~[. In addition, introduce a set of spin coefficients F~~a. One can now
write the theory in a form that is covariant under general coordinate transformations as
well as under Lorentz rotations of the tetrad. We simply replace L by the density
~M(~', D,O, e,", F f f ) = eLM(q,, D=¢)

(37)

D i~k = t?itp _ 2l-r i ~adct[3W,
r ,I,

(38)

D,tp =e,iDiO.

(39)

where

Note that, in this context, there is no geometrical or dynamical significance to the tetrad
and spin coefficients. They are introduced purely as a device for computing the energymomentum and spin tensors. It is now not difficult to deduce that
82,8M 82P~
8e, - ~ , ~

O~,

-

e~
,

(40)
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and that

(~F~p -

~

f~,p~.

(41)

These expressions are covariant generalisations of the canonical energy-momentum
tensor and canonical spin tensor for the field and reduce to these quantities when we
revert to the Cartesian coordinate system by setting ei~= fiT, F~~a = 0.
We shall apply the above trick to the set of tensor fields A, but with this difference: the
explicit covariant vector index on A~ will be kept holonomic.
The transformation laws for the tetrad components and spin coefficients are
~ei~= ~ J~i ei~+ eJ~~i ~ j - e~e~~,

(42)

fiFi ~ = ~Jt3jF~~ + F y ~ i ~ l - r J e ~ • - Fi~e f + t~e~.

(43)

The three transformation laws (31), (42) and (43) can be reformulated in terms of the
parameters

F~ = e~ + ¢:r~~ ,

We find
JAi = ¢~f~,Ai + A~,Di~ ~'+ 2Ai,
6 e i ~'= ~ r ~ i ~'+ D i ~ ~ -

2 = ½2~#G~#,

~.~,

(44)

(45)
(46)

where
~ J = Die fl - Die/J = d~eiP -- die fl -- e~T Z + e~F ~f

(47)

and
t)i j / = c3iF j / - cOiF i / - F i. T j f + Fj~Fg~ ~

(48)

are the torsion and curvature associated with the tetrad and spin coefficients, and ~7i
denotes the covariant derivative constructed from the anholonomic connection F i r
and the holonomic connection Fu k = Fi~k = (gje~ ~ + eiFj~)e~k;
V i A i - ¢~iAj - Eli A k - -~Fi GapAj

(note the index order in the second term).
The fact that ~ is invariant under spacetime-dependent tetrad rotations and a scalar
density of weight 1 under general coordinate transformations implies the identity
Di ( ~ i j . (~Aj - ~i ~ ) = Eia~eiC~ -F 1Eia#~Fi ~#

t~
t3~e
t~ei~' ~-'z'i~P= c3FJ"

(49)

(50)
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Substituting the variations (44), (45) a n d (46) into the identity (49) and equating
coefficients of Die" and Di2 at# gives

(5~)

Zi = ~ i j . VT,A~- Di( ~iJ "Aat)- ej L?,
zi t~= g i i . Gat#Aj.

(52)

These are clearly the covariant generalisations of the expressions (35) and (36) for
energy-momentum and spin, and reduce to them when we revert to the Cartesian
system by setting ei~= ~ , F~"a =0. Equating coefficients of ~" and 2 ~# gives

D~Eiat=

n #~ ,
'~ Jflf~atjB .~_ _tv~
2"..., #),~atj

(53)

D~Eiat#= E # , - Eat#.

(54)

These reduce to the Noether identities (7) and (8) when we revert to the Cartesian
system.
Now consider the special-relativistic theory given by the Lagrangian
~P' = ~¢~¢t:iJ'(OiA j - ½ F i j ) 4- ~ ( F ) d -

~.~M(I]I, Oil//)

(55)

in which the A-fields consists of a tensor A~ and a tensor Aiat#= -A~ #at. That is, written
more explicitly,
,,~ .~-

ij at(OiA j at - 1_
2 F i j at) + ~ 1Y t ¢ ij at#(OiA j at# -

F~jat#)+ if(F) + ~M(d/, Oi$). (56)

5e M is a matter Lagrangian. The energy momentum tensor and the spin tensor for the
A-fields are
Oik=~ij

OkA fl.a_l
~ A at~ - - vj~o'f,
,~ [ a~ij ct~k
A ~..t_l
A M~__(~i~
i
q ~,t,~¢pijaft:kZaj
~2~'~~Ipij at#:ak
I

(57)
"Cia# = .Y~' iJ# A jct -- ~

iJaA j fl "4- ~

iJ# yA jaY - o~¢ta iJatyA j #r .

(58)

At this stage, there is no distinction between Latin and Greek indices.
We wish to add coupling terms to (55) so that, in the resulting theory, total energy
momentum and total spin will appear as sources on the right-hand sides of the EulerLagrange equations 0iJg~J,=0 and 0 ~ i , # =0.
First, consider the coupling to energy-momentum. Introduce a tetrad e~ and go to a
curvilinear coordinate system. Then ~ becomes a density under general coordinate
transformations. In this process, the Greek indices in (56) are to be treated as
anholonomic indices, and the matter fields are also treated as anholonomic. Observe
that e~ will appear only in t + L#M. The other terms become generally covariant
densities simply by identifying the Y: ij as tensor densities. The total energy-momentum
tensor density is - 05¢/0e~. So to begin with we introduce the coupling term A~OL#/Oe~.
That is, we replace L# by L# + A~O~/Oe~. This changes the energy-momentum density
to -0(L# + A]OLf/Oe])/Oe~. To include the extra energy momentum in the source we
need another coupling term ½A~'Aj#Oz~/OeiatOej# (the factor ½ is needed because
this term is quadratic in Aiat). Again, the energy-momentum tensor density changes and
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we have to introduce yet another coupling term, and so on. Finally, we conclude that
the necessary change is brought about by replacing Le by
,~

~ • a c32ha

Aa + A~ ~y~_~+~AiAj ~ + g A ~
Oe~
Oei Oefl

~ • a

r

A t A~

03Le

Oe~Oe~Oe~

+ . ..

(59)

In other words, we have to replace eg", wherever it occurs in L~, by
Bi" = ei" + Ai".

(60)

We now use the letter ~ to denote the final form of the Lagrangian density, so that the
total energy-momentum density is now -cg~/Oep=-O~/OBi ~, and the EulerLagrange equation obtained from varying ~ becomes Oi~iJ, = O~/OBi ~, as required.
Now turn to the problem of coupling to spin. Introduce spin coefficients F~"p and
replace OiBj~ by O~Bi"+ BT['i~ ~, OiAfl ~ by O~Aff + AffFi~" + AflVF~v~, and 0~, by c3~
-½Fi'#f,t~q/(f,t~ being the generators for the representation of the Lorentz group to
which q/belongs). The total spin-tensor density is now - 0 ~ / 0 F p ~. Let ~ o be the terms
in ~ that do not contain (undifferentiated) A~"~ and let LPl denote the term linear in
A~~ (namely ~#,pAyF~'). Then the appropriate initial coupling term is
1

2'

odLao\

1/1

~0Aal\

OFi'a,}+2t2 A' ~-F-~)"

(61)

(The factors ½ attached to A~"p are simply included to avoid double counting in the
summation over the stewsymmetric index pair ~3. The factor ½outside the bracket in
the second term is included because this term is quadratic in A~'~). Now, if Y'M contains
F~"~ only linearly, the above coupling scheme will not contain Fi"p and therefore will not
contribute explicitly to the total spin density. The process then terminates. If Leu
contains boson fields ¢¢ith spin greater than zero, it may be quadratic in F~"~. In which
case (28) does contribute to spin density and we have to add another coupling term

LW, W

(62)

and the iterative process terminates here. In any case, when the process of adding on
these spin couplings has terminated the effect has been to replace Fp ~ by Fp ~+ A~"a in
-~0 and by F~"a +½Ai"a in ~ . Again, retaining the symbol ~ to denote the final form of
the Lagrangian density, one can easily verify that the total spin density - 0£~/0F~"a is
the same as -O5~/OA~~, in the limit Fp ~ = 0. The spin-couplings terms that we have
introduced contribute to energy-momentum but since ep has already been replaced by
B~"in the expressions L~o and £ ~ before we began to construct the spin coupling, this
extra energy-momentum is taken care of.
We obtain the final form for the generalisation of (56) by setting ep = 61, Fp ~ = 0. We
get
~:

~ i J a ( O i B j a + u 7A ct 1_ K, oq
z,,j ,-xiy - - 2 a i j /

+ ½~ ~J~a(~/ls~ + AT~A~ ~- ½Fij~) + ,~(F, BD
+ ~ u ( ¢ , Oil, B,=, Ai=a).

(63)
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The Euler-Lagrange equations from variation of Yf are
F J = ~iBj # - OjBi # - B] A J + Bj~Ai~ #,
F i g # = t~iAj~ ~ - - c3jAi~ p --Ai~ ~Air # +

Aj~ ~Air # •

(64)
(65)

From the variation of F, we get
~,~ o

(66)

= O ( ~ / O F ij ~ ,

(67)

. . ~ iJ~t~ = c3ff /O F ij "# .

Finally, variation of B and A gives
Oi Yt~u = &Z'/OBj',
t;31~

(68)
(69)

ij # = 63~F /O A j,I~.

It would be obtuse to continue to regard (61) as the Lagrangian of a theory in
Minkowski space. ~ is now a scalar density under general coordinate transformations
and invariant under spacetime-dependent tetrad rotations, provided we interpret the
~ o as tensor densities, Bi~ as components of a tetrad, and A~~a as a set of spin
coefficients. It is then natural to take the metric to be the one for which the tetrad B is
orthonormal,
gij = B~~B f rl~#

(70)

and to take the holonomic connection to be the one associated with the anholonomic
connection A, namely
F,j k = (tgiBj" + B T Ai#')Bc~ k .

(71)

We are then in a U4. The tensors Ftj" and F,j "#, (64) and (65), are its torsion and
curvature. We shall u s e B j" and its inverse B, j to convert between Latin and Greek
indices in the usual way, and shall denote the covariant derivative for anholonomic
field components by D,.
The total energy-momentum tensor density - ~L#/OB," appearing as the source term
in (68) is given by

OBi"

- Ai,#Yg J t ~ + ~

•

4

dB:

.

(72)

The first term represents the energy-momentum contributed by the coupling to spin.
The second term is given by

t~Bi ~

__ ~ i j U fl..l-l--"tpij l~ ,87 17l i~
~
ll'¢tj ~ 2 c'~ flT"ctj - J-~t ,7

(73)

(a straightforward generalisation of (57)), and
3L# M

~Bi ~

- t3~M,D~ b -- B~ ~~ u = OMi~
cci~

(74)
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is the canonical energy-momentum density of matter. The total spin density occurring
as the source in (69) is made up of the spin of the B and A fields and the spin of the
matter:
d A ~~ - o,~FIJlIBja- ogtaiJanj# + 9tg°iJ#rAj~~ - ~iJaTAjllZ' -I- "CMia#,

(75)

• = ~~LM
Zu',a
f , pO"

(76)

We are now in a position to write the field equations (68) and (69) in a manifestly
covariant form:
Di ~ iJ~t = a i ~ iJot - - Ai= p ~ iJa = - ¢ ~, - OMJ=,

Di ~

iJ=lJ : O i ~

fla~ij - -

Ai~ r J t a iJTfl - - Aiar aft ij = _ ~J=a - z uJ,e,

(77)
(78)

where
-- ~/pij l~ ll_L! ~ i J

8i = ~i

I~ f17

17t i ~

_ afi~,

(79)
(80)

The equations (77) and (78) are the Euler-Lagrange equations of a Poincar6 gauge
theory, in the Maxwellian form first given by Hehl (1978) Poincar6 gauge theory is
usually arrived at from a Lagrangian density of the form

f#(Fif , Fij ~#, Bi~)-k~qTM(~l, Dish, Bi ~)

(81)

with (64) and (65) regarded as definitions.
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